Background {#Sec1}
==========

In orienteering problem (OP) a set of potential customers is given; the service for these customers is optional during the current planning time horizon since the travel cost of the route is limited. The travel cost is often expressed as the travel time or the travel distance. Thus, a positive value called profit is associated with every customer making its visit more or less attractive. The name of this routing problem originates from a game in which competitors have to visit a set of control points in a given area. If the control point is visited, the competitor gets a profit. The winner of the game is the competitor who collects maximum profits and gets to the end point within a prescribed amount of time. As a routing problem, the OP consists in finding the route visiting a subset of customers that maximizes the total collected profit while satisfying the maximum duration constraint. The OP is also known in the literature as the Selective Traveling Salesman Problem (Thomadsen and Stidsen [@CR32]), the Maximum Collection Problem (Butt and Cavalier [@CR5]) and the Bank Robber Problem (Awerbuch et al. [@CR3]).

Few vehicle routing problems have such applicability as OP. This problem arises in a variety of applications including design of tourist trips to maximize the value of the visited attractions (Vansteenwegen and Oudheusden [@CR39]), recruiting of athletes from high schools for a college team (Butt and Cavalier [@CR5]), delivery of home heating fuel where the urgency of a customer for fuel is treated as a profit (Golden et al. [@CR11]), routing of oil tankers to serve ships at different locations (Golden et al. [@CR12]) and reverse logistics problem of a firm that aims to collect used products from its dealers (Aras et al. [@CR2]).

The OP is a well-studied combinatorial optimization problem that was first presented and heuristically solved by Tsiligirides ([@CR35]). Several heuristics and metaheuristics were proposed for the solution of the OP \[the reader is referred for example to the papers by Tasgetiren ([@CR31]), Ramesh and Brown ([@CR27]) and Gendreau et al. ([@CR10])\].

In the time windows version of the OP called the orienteering problem with time windows (OPTW), customers have hard time windows and service times. In hard time windows, arriving at customer later than latest time of its time window is strictly forbidden. A waiting is incurred if the vehicle reaches to a customer before its earliest time window. In OPTW, the objective is designing the route that maximizes the total collected profit while satisfying the time limit duration and the hard time windows constraints.

In recent years there has been considerable interest for the OPTW which has led to a significant body of literature. The authors in Righini and Salani ([@CR28]) proposed a bidirectional dynamic programming algorithm for solving the OPTW to optimality. They use a technique named decremental state space relaxation in which the dynamic programming algorithm takes advantage of a state space relaxation. The authors in Duque et al. ([@CR9]) proposed an exact algorithm based on pulse framework for solving the OPTW to optimality. Most studies have focused on designing heuristic algorithms, several heuristics and metaheuristics were then proposed for the solution of the OPTW \[the reader is referred for example to the papers by Vansteenwegen et al. ([@CR38]), Lin and Yu ([@CR22]), Labadie et al. ([@CR19], [@CR20]), Montemanni and Gambardella ([@CR25]), Tunchan ([@CR36]), Gunawan et al. ([@CR13]) and Lahyani et al. ([@CR21])\]. For a recent survey on OP and OPTW the reader is referred to the paper by Gunawan et al. ([@CR14]).

Problem related to the problem studied in this research is the vehicle routing problem with soft time windows (VRPSTW). In many real-life problems, some or all customers' time windows are not so strict that can be violated with appropriate penalties. Such kind of time constraint is called soft time window. In VRPSTW, vehicles are allowed to serve customers before the earliest and/or after the latest time windows bounds. This type of time windows is useful for the dispatcher when:The number of routes needed for hard time windows exceeds the number of available vehicles.A study of cost-service tradeoffs is required.The dispatcher has qualitative information regarding the relative importance of hard time windows across customers.Besides, relaxing time windows can result in lower total costs without hurting customers' satisfaction significantly. In the literature, there are different ways of relaxing time windows which lead to different variants of VRPSTW.If a vehicle arrives before the earliest bound of the time window, it waits as in hard time windows case. However, late service is allowed if an appropriate penalty is paid. The authors in Taillard et al. ([@CR30]) proposed a tabu search heuristic for this variant.Both early and late services are allowed by paying appropriate penalties. The authors in Koskosidis and Solomon ([@CR18]) proposed an optimization-based heuristic for this variant.Both early and late services are allowed as in the second variant. However, the maximum allowable violation of the time windows and the maximum waiting time allowed are limited. This is the variant studied by Chiang and Russell ([@CR6]) and Balakrishnan ([@CR4]). The authors in Balakrishnan ([@CR4]) described three heuristics for solving this variant. While the authors in Chiang and Russell ([@CR6]) proposed a tabu search heuristic to deal with this variant.For more detail about these relaxation schemes and the algorithms proposed in the literature to solving them, the reader is referred to the paper by Vidal et al. ([@CR40]).

Contributions {#Sec2}
-------------

We observed when solving orienteering problems with time windows as in Aghezzaf and Fahim ([@CR1]) that the gap between the total travel time of a route and the travel time limit is significant especially on instances with long scheduling horizon. Thus, we have decided to manage this gap by allowing relaxation of time windows in order to improve the profit collected by the vehicle. Furthermore, there are many practical reasons for allowing violation of time windows:Many applications do not require hard time windows.In many cases travel times cannot be accurately known.Customers may be unwilling to set precise time windows in advance and simply prefer the flexibility to alter their delivery requests.The contribution of this paper is twofold:We introduce and define a new routing denoted the orienteering problem with soft time windows (OPSTW). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study dealing with orienteering problem with soft time windows. In this routing problem, late service is allowed if an appropriate penalty is paid. In this relaxation scheme, we are placing restrictions on both the penalty payable and the waiting time. We think that OPSTW solutions can result in routes visiting a significant number of potential customers without hurting customers' satisfaction significantly. Furthermore, soft time windows can provide a workable plan of action for decision makers when hard time windows are not required or when it is not possible to visit all customers during the current planning time horizon which is the case for the OPTW.We develop a hybrid algorithm that combines an iterated local search with a variable neighborhood search for this specific problem. We also apply it to standard instances and compare its performance to that of other algorithms proposed in the literature for the OPTW.The rest of this paper includes four additional sections. "[Mathematical model](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}" section defines the mathematical notation and formulation of OPSTW. "[Solution algorithm](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}" section describes the proposed hybrid algorithm. "[Computational results](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}" section presents the computational results and compares our algorithm against published results both with regard to solution quality and computational time. The last section is devoted to the conclusions.

Mathematical model {#Sec3}
==================
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The OPTW can be formulated as the following mixed integer linear programming model:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}b_{i} \in {{\mathbb {R}}}^{+}\cap [e_0, l_0] \quad\forall i \in V \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The objective function ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) maximizes the total collected profit. Constraint ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) guarantees that the route starts and ends at vertex 0 (depot). Constraints ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) and ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) determine the connectivity and the time line of the route. Constraint ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) ensures the maximum time duration constraint of the route. Constraints ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) restrict the start of the visit to the time windows. Constraints ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) and ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) are variables definition.
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Solution algorithm {#Sec4}
==================

At its core, the approach proposed to solve the OPSTW is an iterated local search (ILS). ILS is a local search based metaheuristic that was introduced in Lourenço et al. ([@CR23]) to solve combinatorial optimization problems. Let *S* be the starting solution for the ILS process. At each iteration, a diversification phase is firstly applied by perturbing *S*. An intensification phase is then performed around the perturbation output by applying a local search procedure to produce a solution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Initial solution {#Sec5}
----------------

We propose three insertion heuristics to generate a set of solutions and we pick the best as the starting solution for the ILS process. These heuristics follow the scheme of the insertion heuristic proposed by Solomon ([@CR29]) for the vehicle routing problem with time windows (VRPTW), they differ in the expression of the criterion used to compute the best feasible insertion place of each unrouted customer on the current partial route. In the following subsections we will first present the procedure implemented to check the feasibility of an insertion and then we will present the initial solution procedure.

### Feasibility check {#Sec6}
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The waiting time at customer *u* given by Eq. ([15](#Equ15){ref-type=""}) satisfies the following:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Insertion heuristics {#Sec7}
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Then, each insertion heuristic selects the best unrouted customer *v* according to the criterion given by Eq. ([26](#Equ26){ref-type=""}) and inserts it in the current partial route *R*.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nabla$$\end{document}$ is the set of unrouted customers having at least one feasible place on the current partial route. The criterion $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Perturbation {#Sec8}
------------

The perturbation operator used in the proposed ILS algorithm performs, around a solution, by selecting the customer with minimal profit and removing it from this solution. Note that after a removal, all vertices (customers + depot) following removed one are shifted towards the beginning of the route in order to ensure its continuity. As one can intuitively expect, this forward move can result in an infeasible solution since the waiting time on some customers may exceed the maximum allowable waiting time $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W_{max}$$\end{document}$. This is solved using local search procedure that will be described in the next subsection.

Local search {#Sec9}
------------

The local search procedure tries to fulfill the available room in the solution, obtained through perturbation, by inserting other feasible unrouted customers.

On one hand and as one can intuitively expect, evaluating the possible insertion of each unrouted customer using the criterion presented in the initial solution procedure will increase the risk of inserting the set of customers just removed, and getting easily stuck in the initial solution. On the other hand, the solution obtained through perturbation can be infeasible.

Given a starting solution *S*, the solution obtained through perturbation is denoted $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat{S}$$\end{document}$ are shifted towards the end of the route in order to avoid unnecessary waiting time. As a consequence, the solution obtained after local search procedure is feasible.This procedure will help to re-optimize a solution, make it feasible if it is not and insert other feasible unrouted customers in order to improve the value of the incumbent solution.

Variable neighborhood search {#Sec10}
----------------------------

Variable neighborhood search (VNS) is a local search based metaheuristic that was introduced in Mladenović and Hansen ([@CR24]) for solving combinatorial optimization problems. The basic idea behind this metaheuristic is a systematic change of neighborhoods both in descent phase using a local search procedure, and in shaking phase using a set of neighborhood structures. VNS is a stochastic algorithm in which, first, a finite set of neighborhood structures is defined. We denote by *N*(*S*) the set of solutions in the neighborhood of *S*. Each VNS iteration is composed of three steps: shaking, local search and move. At each iteration, a solution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$j \in [1,m]$$\end{document}$. The idea behind using floor and ceiling functions to define these neighborhood structures is to reduce the size of the neighborhoods and then the computational time.

Computational results {#Sec11}
=====================

The proposed algorithm is coded in Java; the experiments are performed on a personal computer Intel(R) with 2.1 GHz and 4 GB of RAM. We test, first, our algorithm on OPTW test instances. Based on these instances, we design test instances for the OPSTW. Each experiment is performed, on each test instance, five times for which the average results are presented. The presented computational times are the average times over five runs.

Test instances {#Sec12}
--------------

The authors in Righini and Salani ([@CR28]) designed test instances for OPTW based on 29 VRPTW test instances of Solomon ([@CR29]) namely C100, R100 and RC100, and on 10 Multi-depot Vehicle Routing Problem (MDVRP) test instances of Cordeau Cordeau et al. ([@CR7]) PR01-10. The number of customers for Cordeau instances varies between 48 and 288 customers; while all Solomon instances have 100 customers. The author in Vansteenwegen ([@CR37]) designed OPTW test instances based on Solomon instances by considering the first 50 customers $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Computational results on OPTW instances {#Sec14}
---------------------------------------

In this subsection, we compare the results of HILS algorithm with the following state-of-the-art algorithms:I3CH: the iterative three-component algorithm of Hu and Lim ([@CR15]).IterLS: the iterated local search algorithm of Vansteenwegen et al. ([@CR38]).VNS: the variable neighborhood search algorithm of Tricoire et al. ([@CR33]).GVNS: the LP-based granular variable neighborhood search algorithm of Labadie et al. ([@CR20]).SSA: the slow version of the simulated annealing algorithm of Lin and Yu ([@CR22]).FSA: the fast version of the simulated annealing algorithm of Lin and Yu ([@CR22]).ILS: the iterated local search algorithm of Gunawan et al. ([@CR13]).GRASP-ELS: the hybrid algorithm of Labadie et al. ([@CR19]) that combines greedy randomized adaptive search procedure with evolutionary local search.ABC: the artificial bee colony algorithm of Tunchan ([@CR36]).DABC: the discrete artificial bee colony algorithm of Karabulut and Tasgetiren ([@CR16]).GA: the genetic algorithm of Karbowska-Chilinska and Zabielski ([@CR17]).ACS: the ant colony system algorithm of Montemanni and Gambardella ([@CR25]).EACS: the enhanced ant colony system algorithm of Montemanni et al. ([@CR26]).VAN: the iterated local search algorithm of Vansteenwegen ([@CR37]).The computational results are given in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Column Instance-n gives the instance over which the algorithms are tested and the associated number of customers. Column BKS presents the latest best known solution as described in (<http://centres.smu.edu.sg/larc/orienteering-problem-library>). Column I3CH presents the profit obtained by I3CH algorithm (Profit), the percentual gap with the best known profit \[Gap (%)\] and the computational time required by I3CH algorithm on each run \[CPU (s)\]. Column ABC presents the average profit, over five runs, obtained by ABC algorithm, the percentual gap with the best known profit and the average computational time of five runs. Column VNS presents the average profit as described in Tricoire et al. ([@CR34]), over ten runs, obtained by VNS algorithm, the percentual gap with the best known profit and the average computational time of ten runs. Column ILS presents the profit obtained, over ten runs, by ILS algorithm, the percentual gap with the best known profit and the average computational time of ten runs. Column ACS presents the profit obtained, over five runs, by ACS algorithm, the percentual gap with the best known profit and the average computational time of five runs. Column GVNS presents the profit obtained, over five runs, by GVNS algorithm, the percentual gap with the best known profit and the average computational time of five runs. Column GRASP-ELS presents the profit obtained, over five runs, by GRASP-ELS algorithm, the percentual gap with the best known profit and the average computational time of five runs. Column SSA presents the profit obtained by SSA algorithm, the percentual gap with the best known profit and the computational time of one run. Column IterLS presents the profit obtained by IterLS algorithm, the percentual gap with the best known profit and the computational time of one run. Column FSA presents the profit obtained by FSA algorithm, the percentual gap with the best known profit and the computational time of one run. Column DABC presents the profit obtained, over five runs, by DABC algorithm, the percentual gap with the best known profit and the average computational time of five runs. Column HILS presents the profit obtained, over five runs, by our HILS algorithm, the percentual gap with the best known profit and the average computational time of five runs. Column GA presents the profit obtained, over sixteen runs, by GA algorithm, the percentual gap with the best known profit and the average computational time of sixteen runs.

Column Opt presents the optimal profit as described in Tricoire et al. ([@CR33]) and the associated computational time. Column VAN presents the profit obtained by VAN algorithm and the associated computational time. Column VNS presents the worst, best and average profit, over ten runs, of VNS algorithm and the average computational time. Column HILS presents the worst, best and average profit, over five runs, of HILS algorithm and the average computational time.

To ensure fair comparisons, the results of each algorithm are compared with the best known solutions with the computational times adjusted to the speed of the computers used to achieve these results. We summarize the experimental environment of each algorithm and compare their CPU speed in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. As all algorithms are single threaded, we compare their CPU speed using the Super pi benchmark (<http://www.superpi.net/>). In Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, the Super pi column reports the number of seconds it takes each processor to compute the first one million digits of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi$$\end{document}$. The processor used for IterLS algorithm is approximately two times faster than that used for GRASP-ELS and GVNS algorithms; the processor used for VAN algorithm is slower than that used for GRASP-ELS and GVNS algorithms. While the processor used for ACS and EACS algorithms is comparable to that used for GRASP-ELS and GVNS algorithms. This statement is based on the comparison of various computer systems solving standard linear equation problems presented in Dongarra ([@CR8]). The performance is evaluated on a benchmark problem of a dense system of linear equations given by a matrix of order 100 and 1000. The values for the processor used for GRASP-ELS and GVNS algorithms are 1571 and 3650 Mflop/s respectively; the values for the processor used for ACS and EACS algorithms are 1470 and 3654 Mflop/s respectively. The values for the processor used for IterLS algorithm are 2426 and 7519 Mflop/s respectively while the values for the processor used for VAN algorithm are 1317 and 2444 Mflop/s respectively. The values for the processor used for VNS which is an Intel Pentium 4 with 2.4 GHz are not available. However, the values for an Intel Pentium 4 with 2.5 GHz are available, this processor has achieved 1190 and 2355 Mflop/s respectively. Thus, we assume that the processor used for VNS algorithm is slower than that used for VAN algorithm. The values for the processor used for GA algorithm are not available. As only limited information was available on the processor used by GA, we cannot estimate its speed by considering only the clock-rate. A review of all processors i7 with 2.93 GHz shows that the Super pi ranges from 13.8 to 11.7 s. We assume that the processor used for DABC is comparable to that used for I3CH algorithm. We estimate the single-thread performance of each processor by supposing the performance of the machine of Gunawan et al. ([@CR13]) to be 1.

Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} summarizes the results obtained by the algorithms. It compares the average performance of HILS with that of the stat-of-the-art algorithms. Column Gap (%) reports the average percentual gap with the best known profit. Column CPU (s) reports the average computational time in seconds. The computational times of the algorithms are adjusted according to computers' speed as presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The authors in Montemanni et al. ([@CR26]) did not report detailed results for their EACS algorithm, they have just reported average gaps with the former best known solutions. However, the authors in Gunawan et al. ([@CR13]) have recently reported the average gaps for the best algorithm among ACS and EACS called ACS\* with the latest best known solutions. Thus, column ACS\* of Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} presents the average result, over five runs, of ACS\* algorithm.

We can see from Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} that on Solomon instances with 100 customers, HILS algorithm performs, on average, better than GVNS and DABC on Class 1 (C100, R100 and RC100) both with regard to solution quality and computational time. On C100 and R100 test instances, HILS algorithm performs, on average, better than FSA, GA and IterLS using approximately the same computational effort. On these instances of Class 1, ILS, SSA and GRASP-ELS and I3CH are, on average, better than HILS at the cost of extra computational time. On the test instances of Class 2 (C200, R200 and RC200), HILS algorithm performs, on average, better than GA using more computational time. On C200 test instances, HILS performs, on average, better than GVNS both with regard to solution quality and computational time. On these instances of Class 2, most of state-of-the-art algorithms outperform HILS algorithm using more computational effort. On these test instances of Solomon with 100 customers, HILS achieved the optimal solution 19 times.

On the test instances of Cordeau, HILS algorithm is not as competitive as state-of-the-art algorithms on PR01-10 test instances; HILS algorithm achieved the worst average gap which is equal to 6.8 %. On PR11-20 test instances of Cordeau, HILS algorithm performs, on average, better than ACS\* both with regard to solution quality and computational time and better than FSA using more computational effort. However, the rest of state-of-the-art algorithms perform, on average, better than HILS on these test instances of Cordeau. HILS algorithm is able to achieve 1 new best solution on PR17 test instance.

On test instances with 50 customers, HILS algorithm is as competitive as VAN algorithm both with regard to solution quality and computational time. VNS algorithm performs, on average, better than HILS and VAN algorithms at the expense of a reasonable amount of computational time. On these instances, HILS is able to achieve the optimal solution on 19 instances over 29.Table 1Results on the OPTW test instancesInstance-nBKSI3CHABCVNSILSProfitGap (%)CPU (s)ProfitGap (%)CPU (s)ProfitGap (%)CPU (s)ProfitGap (%)CPU (s)C101-1003203200.021.83200.00.43200.072.23200.00.2C102-1003603600.028.13600.00.63600.0102.23600.00.3C103-1004004000.027.13980.53.63980.5106.24000.00.2C104-1004204200.027.14200.015.24180.5124.34200.00.4C105-1003403400.023.43400.00.53400.087.13400.00.4C106-1003403400.023.63400.00.53400.086.73400.00.5C107-1003703700.024.73700.01.33700.088.73700.00.1C108-1003703700.024.83700.00.93700.099.33700.00.5C109-1003803800.026.33800.00.53800.0118.73800.06.8Avg0.025.20.12.60.198.40.01.0R101-1001981980.020.4190.04.20.3198.00.049.91980.00.1R102-1002862860.029.3281.61.62.2285.20.377.92860.00.2R103-1002932930.028.8292.00.31.1293.00.090.22930.01.4R104-1003032981.727.3299.61.11.7303.00.095.93030.01.5R105-1002472470.026.0242.61.89.1247.00.085.42470.00.7R106-1002932930.029.4289.01.41.6292.20.389.62930.00.2R107-1002992970.727.8299.00.07.1299.00.0105.52990.00.5R108-1003083060.729.7308.00.04.63080.0119.13080.00.9R109-1002772770.031.1277.00.01.6277.00.077.42770.00.2R110-1002842840.033.9282.20.68.1284.00.086.02840.01.3R111-1002972950.727.7294.01.01.7297.00.095.42970.010.9R112-1002982893.132.0297.00.32.4297.90.097.02980.03.3Avg0.628.61.03.50.189.10.01.8RC101-1002192190.021.82190.00.52190.061.22190.00.2RC102-1002662660.025.52660.00.62660.054.72660.00.4RC103-1002662660.027.12660.010.72660.069.22660.02.0RC104-1003013010.027.23010.020.33010.062.53010.00.3RC105-1002442440.026.42440.01.32440.065.22440.04.3RC106-1002522500.825.0251.40.28.12520.067.42520.00.3RC107-1002772741.126.3276.20.310.42770.072.42770.00.3RC108-10029826412.925.12980.011.32980.071.52980.00.1Avg1.925.60.17.90.065.50.01.0PR01-483083051.020.83070.35.83080.077.9------PR02-964043942.547.9391.23.24.9403.90.0244.6------PR03-1443943940.072.93940.012.6390.50.9387.2------PR04-1924894890.0109.34860.667.4488.10.2541.6------PR05-2405955940.2185.4586.81.491.4586.11.51455.2------PR06-2885915900.2189.9573.62.9247.4588.20.51633.8------PR07-722982980.026.52980.04.3297.50.2131.0------PR08-1444634541.977.44620.215.0452.22.3514.1------PR09-2164934900.6137.8481.82.3126.3481.52.3920.8------PR10-2885945684.4222.2570.44.0210.3575.53.11534.1------Avg1.1109.01.578.51.1744.0C201-1008708700.070.18700.011.28700.0507.88700.036.7C202-1009309300.087.69300.015.39280.2454.89300.059.0C203-1009609600.092.39580.214.89600.0614.39600.0137.2C204-1009809701.0117.49661.425.79720.84849740.6217.6C205-1009109001.170.79001.11.79080.2645.49080.256.2C206-1009309201.175.79280.26.29270.3616.59270.3111.5C207-1009309300.077.49181.32.39300.0599.59300.068.1C208-1009509500.084.09500.011.89490.1558.99500.033.3Avg0.484.40.511.10.2560.20.190.0R201-1007977891.0101.87871.320.3796.70.01021.7788.71.0133.7R202-1009309300.0175.6895.83.740.6905.62.61057.5910.32.1165.6R203-100102810200.8221.410091.825.61007.92.01139.91011.31.6213.5R204-100109310731.8236.91070.42.134.01076.31.51253.51082.80.9171.0R205-1009539460.7129.39530.032.9952.60.0745.1948.40.5169.9R206-100103210211.1169.310181.421.310141.71168.11012.41.9126.5R207-100107710502.5192.81060.81.520.91061.51.41065.31059.51.6174.0R208-100111710922.2230.01084.62.926.71101.51.41160.81107.60.8165.6R209-1009599481.1136.5934.62.526.3947.81.2925.9949.71.0145.8R210-1009919820.9176.9965.42.629.3975.91.51065.6970.82.0171.8R211-100105110133.6167.410193.015.01024.22.51120.71040.41.0145.7Avg1.4176.22.126.61.41065.81.3162.1RC201-1007957950.080.97841.424.97950.0640.87950.063.5RC202-1009389241.5129.3926.81.227.3925.61.3951.59291.0156.2RC203-10010039663.7134.3962.44.024.8988.21.5938.4989.81.3111.5RC204-100114010934.1167.51109.22.723.41120.81.7970.31131.30.8165.0RC205-1008598471.499.2852.30.827.2845.91.5726.6854.70.5100.5RC206-1008998634.098.4890.21.024.9878.42.3838.7894.10.5152.0RC207-1009839572.6122.0977.00.615.8960.82.3893.5952.13.1129.9RC208-100105710035.1123.01032.82.326.31043.51.3995.51040.71.585.6Avg2.8119.31.824.31.5869.41.1120.5PR11-483533530.030.8350.60.71.73287.1131.4------PR12-964424332.059.84322.323.54420.0309.6------PR13-1444674660.289.5458.11.98.9453.72.8514.1------PR14-1925675218.1144.4560.11.276.6550.13.01163.8------PR15-2407087070.1248.2666.45.9274.6663.26.31900.9------PR16-2886746198.2228.6613.49.0205.16375.51854.1------PR17-723623600.634.73590.86.6358.31.0140.5------PR18-1445394977.899.05350.722.1519.43.6760.9------PR19-2165625384.3164.65413.770.7551.61.91242.2------PR20-28866758811.8202.7604.89.3346.9647.82.92441.9------Avg4.3130.23.6103.73.41045.9Instance-nBKSACSGVNSGRASP-ELSSSAProfitGap (%)CPU (s)ProfitGap (%)CPU (s)ProfitGap (%)CPU (s)ProfitGap (%)CPU (s)C101-1003203200.00.53200.00.23200.01.23200.020.4C102-1003603600.00.73600.067.43600.016.53600.020.7C103-1004004000.016.93961.0382.44000.038.54000.024.2C104-1004204200.033.54102.41005.94200.0105.24200.021.9C105-1003403400.00.93400.03.33400.02.33400.020.6C106-1003403400.01.03400.06.53400.03.83400.020.3C107-1003703700.02.13583.40.73700.03.73700.020.5C108-1003703700.00.83544.51.13700.06.63700.020.5C109-1003803800.00.83800.030.63800.025.53800.020.5Avg0.06.41.3166.50.022.60.021.1R101-1001981980.00.11970.50.21980.00.91980.019.7R102-1002862860.011.1274.84.113.42860.02.32860.021R103-100293292.60.1640.62862.433.8290.40.94.82930.020.3R104-1003033030.0164.0298.61.572.7302.80.15.13030.023.2R105-1002472470.03.0230.67.10.32470.01.22470.020.3R106-1002932930.086.3280.44.519.12930.03.32930.022.1R107-100299294.61.5922.6287.24.150.3296.40.94.82970.721.5R108-1003083060.7696.1301.42.250.1306.80.45.03060.740.6R109-1002772770.028.0276.40.210.42770.02.72770.020.4R110-100284283.20.3617.6279.21.716.8283.60.12.82840.020.8R111-100297296.60.1484.4290.62.254.22970.04.62970.027.9R112-100298297.40.2947.1289.62.931.9297.20.34.62980.022.3Avg0.2383.42.829.40.23.50.123.3RC101-1002192190.00.22190.02.12190.00.62190.019.8RC102-1002662660.030.92468.15.82592.72.12660.020.2RC103-1002662660.057.2253.25.123.3265.20.32.72660.020.7RC104-1003013010.029.43010.016.2300.20.33.13010.027.5RC105-1002442440.09.72277.52.72440.01.42440.020.3RC106-1002522520.0308.62520.02.22520.01.22520.021RC107-1002772770.0502.1261.26.015.72770.01.92770.022RC108-1002982980.0207.5288.83.210.42980.02.92980.026Avg0.0143.23.79.80.42.00.022.2PR01-483083080.0256.2307.20.31.23080.01.23051.08.3PR02-96404403.80.01147.8403.60.13.7402.60.33.04040.029.1PR03-1443943940.02024.73881.54.13940.03.13940.059.9PR04-192489482.61.31404.7475.42.814.7474.62.95.34890.0106.7PR05-240595576.83.12075.75782.920.55812.49.15891.0281.7PR06-288591564.64.52199.8584.21.229.0583.41.38.65752.7253.4PR07-722982980.020.12970.31.7294.41.21.62980.015.0PR08-144463462.60.12476.04630.03.8462.80.03.34620.276.0PR09-216493481.82.32318.24822.212.3477.83.17.04822.2102.3PR10-288594588.40.92343.5564.45.032.7574.23.38.15782.7189.7Avg1.21626.71.612.41.55.01.0112.2C201-1008708700.0189.88502.30.18700.02.58700.028.3C202-1009309300.0319.09161.578.79102.220.49300.033.5C203-1009609600.0361.09560.43299600.045.29600.059.6C204-1009809701.01617.59661.49749701.0130.39701.042.3C205-1009109060.428.28981.312.59060.410.69100.046.9C206-1009309201.187.99220.934.49260.413.49300.029C207-1009309201.148.59280.236.39300.017.39300.029.1C208-100950940.21.089.09420.874.29420.817.79500.031.2Avg0.6342.61.1192.40.632.20.137.5R201-100797795.80.22339.9775.62.76.7788.21.15.37940.451.1R202-100930899.63.31724.4881.45.213.4909.82.29.69141.746.4R203-1001028989.93.72641.7992.23.534.71001.42.612.69973.044.2R204-10010931046.44.31549.11073.81.877.61071.81.915.210583.239.7R205-100953939.21.41125.4905.85.015.3927.22.77.89460.737.8R206-1001032983.04.71671.4966.66.334.91023.60.810.710201.240.9R207-10010771026.64.71090.310225.146.61049.22.613.510690.752.5R208-10011171057.25.41260.91083.63.052.91100.21.515.910793.435.8R209-100959923.43.71453.29263.437.3937.42.310.39451.561.6R210-100991956.43.5979.1961.43.030.19692.210.89731.853.6R211-10010511006.84.21288.11025.62.422.51028.22.211.310411.040.5Avg3.51556.73.833.82.011.21.745.8RC201-1007957950.0640.87841.43.7786.41.14.27950.044.4RC202-100938931.60.7951.5890.65.112.1922.81.68.99300.946.3RC203-1001003976.62.6938.4954.44.822.5978.22.59.69673.632.4RC204-10011401086.24.7970.31101.83.431.91096.03.911.911400.046.5RC205-100859848.41.2726.6843.81.87844.61.76.88540.652.6RC206-100899884.01.7838.7866.63.611.6886.81.46.18851.660.2RC207-100983960.82.3893.5911.47.314.7965.41.87.59770.668.4RC208-10010571013.24.1995.51000.25.424.61007.04.710.710411.551.2Avg2.2869.44.116.02.38.21.150.3PR11-48353327.87.11743.73296.81.9329.26.72.0351.00.610.3PR12-96442436.41.32017.64351.66.5442.00.04.0430.02.726.3PR13-144467441.05.62312.7452.43.116.2456.62.24.9452.03.249.0PR14-192567494.012.923.1540.64.732.4541.24.68.8540.04.8134.3PR15-240708524.825.918.2656.67.329.4665.06.113.1666.05.9118.5PR16-288674517.823.225.7643.44.560.9652.63.216.2616.08.6558.0PR17-72362358.01.11330.9354.62.05.4356.21.62.4362.00.037.6PR18-144539488.89.31350.0530.81.510.4517.64.05.0539.00.061.8PR19-216562475.015.530.0507.89.622.1537.84.38.7531.05.5152.9PR20-288667552.417.224.6655.01.857.0656.61.613.9626.06.1475.3Avg11.9887.74.324.23.47.93.7162.4Instance-nBKSIterLSFSADABCHILSProfitGap (%)CPU (s)ProfitGap (%)CPU (s)ProfitGap (%)CPU (s)ProfitGap (%)CPU (s)C101-1003203200.00.43200.00.43122.50.43200.00.4C102-1003603600.00.33600.00.33600.098.63600.00.4C103-1004003902.60.53902.50.53902.51.03902.50.4C104-1004204005.00.34102.40.34200.010.44200.00.7C105-1003403400.00.33302.90.33225.31.23400.00.4C106-1003403400.00.33400.00.33400.02.03400.00.4C107-1003703602.80.33700.00.33505.41.23700.00.4C108-1003703700.00.33700.00.33700.018.83700.00.4C109-1003803800.00.33800.00.33800.022.03800.00.4Avg1.20.30.90.31.717.30.30.4R101-1001981828.80.11980.00.1182.28.00.61980.00.2R102-1002862860.00.22821.40.22860.05.42860.00.6R103-1002932862.40.22930.00.22930.049.42872.00.7R104-1003032972.00.22943.00.23030.0152991.30.7R105-1002472470.00.12470.00.1243.41.562.22470.00.3R106-1002932930.00.22707.80.22930.00.82930.00.6R107-1002992883.80.22777.40.22970.71.42990.00.7R108-1003082973.70.22944.50.23060.6313080.00.7R109-1002772760.40.22644.70.2233.415.70.62760.40.4R110-1002842811.10.32820.70.3281.21.01.02811.10.4R111-1002972950.70.22863.70.22950.785.42941.00.7R112-1002982951.00.22844.70.2290.82.450.82951.00.7Avg2.00.23.20.22.625.30.60.6RC101-1002192190.00.22161.40.22065.92.22190.00.2RC102-1002662592.70.22496.40.22592.61.02592.60.3RC103-1002662650.40.32650.40.3255.83.86.42486.80.3RC104-1003012971.30.326312.60.3288.44.286.82758.60.3RC105-10024422110.40.221910.20.22286.64.42440.00.3RC106-1002522395.40.22404.80.222510.70.62443.20.3RC107-1002772741.10.224411.90.2262.45.3452760.40.3RC108-1002982883.50.226311.70.22844.782.62786.70.3Avg3.10.27.40.25.528.63.50.3PR01-483083041.30.53041.30.5------3080.01.1PR02-964043854.70.63923.00.6------3971.71.2PR03-1443943842.51.03813.31.0------3784.11.4PR04-1924894478.61.94703.91.9------4527.62.1PR05-2405955763.24.652711.44.6------52312.45.5PR06-2885915389.02.55575.82.5------49616.15.8PR07-722982912.30.42893.00.4------28510.70.4PR08-1444634630.01.04385.41.0------4551.72.1PR09-2164934616.51.44616.51.4------4479.32.2PR10-2885945399.33.65399.33.6------52611.44.9Avg4.71.85.31.86.82.7C201-1008708403.41.18700.01.18403.423.88700.03.9C202-1009309102.22.89300.02.89300.0127.49102.25.7C203-1009609402.11.79402.11.79600.0153.49600.06.2C204-1009809503.11.69503.11.69701.0117.69701.09.2C205-1009109001.11.29001.11.29060.423.69001.15.3C206-1009309102.21.69201.11.69280.21429201.15.9C207-1009309102.22.19300.02.19300.0142.49201.16.1C208-1009509302.11.69401.11.69500.0132.29500.06.1Avg2.31.71.11.70.6107.80.86.0R201-1007977881.11.27723.11.27841.649.47812.06.1R202-1009308805.41.48785.61.4912.81.8105.48904.314.3R203-10010289804.71.69883.91.61019.60.8218.69705.622.4R204-100109310731.81.710593.11.71089.40.377.410375.129.6R205-1009539312.31.49361.81.4951.40.2129.08946.211.2R206-10010329963.51.59507.91.51024.80.7187.89943.718.4R207-100107710383.62.010334.12.01070.60.6142.210155.823.5R208-100111710694.31.610664.61.611140.3130.210615.033.7R209-1009599263.42.49144.72.4948.41.1164.48927.014.3R210-1009919583.31.99751.61.99721.9170.49296.316.3R211-100105110232.71.610232.71.61037.21.3116.89965.221.5Avg3.31.73.91.71.0135.65.119.2RC201-1007957801.91.07811.81.07920.465.67713.01.8RC202-1009388826.01.38667.71.3924.41.4135.29053.56.2RC203-10010039604.32.79564.72.7983.42.0138.09475.610.3RC204-100114011172.02.310616.92.31130.80.8168.810686.319.4RC205-1008598402.21.08006.91.0841.22.1119.28204.56.0RC206-1008998604.31.18663.71.1884.81.681.48515.36.1RC207-1009839265.81.38998.51.3937.64.6117.29236.19.2RC208-100105710371.92.310154.02.31041.01.534.010084.613.3Avg3.61.65.51.61.8107.44.99.0PR11-483533306.50.33394.00.3------3510.60.7PR12-964424312.50.94322.30.9------4273.42.1PR13-1444674503.61.94249.21.9------4366.62.7PR14-19256748215.01.149912.01.1------47915.56.0PR15-2407086389.95.361313.45.3------61613.016.4PR16-28867455917.14.156216.64.1------58213.613.3PR17-723623464.40.23357.50.2------*363*−0.31.0PR18-14453947911.10.847711.50.8------45914.84.1PR19-21656249911.22.750110.92.7------47914.86.2PR20-28866757014.52.556814.82.5------58811.810.2Avg9.62.010.22.09.46.3Instance-nBKSGAProfitGap (%)CPU (s)C101-1003203170.90.3C102-1003603600.00.3C103-1004003892.80.4C104-1004204034.00.4C105-1003403400.00.3C106-1003403400.00.3C107-1003703622.20.3C108-1003703700.00.3C109-1003803800.00.3Avg1.10.3R101-1001981894.50.2R102-1002862860.00.3R103-1002932901.00.3R104-1003032972.00.3R105-1002472441.20.2R106-1002932920.30.3R107-1002992922.30.4R108-1003083002.60.3R109-1002772702.50.3R110-1002842772.50.3R111-1002972931.30.4R112-1002982931.70.4Avg1.80.3RC101-1002192161.40.2RC102-1002662611.90.3RC103-1002662621.50.3RC104-1003012942.30.4RC105-1002442363.30.3RC106-1002522452.80.3RC107-1002772692.90.3RC108-1002982893.00.3Avg2.40.3C201-1008708482.50.8C202-1009309013.11.0C203-1009609313.01.1C204-1009809522.91.5C205-1009108931.91.0C206-1009309052.71.0C207-1009309102.21.0C208-1009509312.01.0Avg2.51.0R201-1007977604.61.2R202-1009308676.81.8R203-10010289547.22.2R204-100109310186.92.5R205-1009538768.11.6R206-10010329547.62.0R207-10010779868.42.1R208-100111710426.72.4R209-1009598976.51.7R210-1009919157.71.8R211-10010519678.02.4Avg7.12.0RC201-1007957683.41.3RC202-1009388667.71.3RC203-100100386613.71.3RC204-100114010448.42.0RC205-1008598085.91.3RC206-1008998505.51.3RC207-1009838968.91.7RC208-10010579767.71.4Avg7.61.5Instance-nOptVANVNSHILSProfitCPU (s)ProfitCPU (s)WorstBestAvgCPU (s)BestWorstAvgCPU (s)C101-502700.02700.327027027044.52702702700.2C102-503001.13000.330030030065.42902902900.2C103-5032023.03200.332032032069.03103103100.4C104-5034081.43400.333034034080.73403403400.4C105-503000.03000.330030030045.23003003000.2C106-502800.02800.228028028039.72802802800.2C107-503100.03100.231031031053.83103103100.2C108-503200.23200.332032032042.73203203200.2C109-503400.93400.234034034041.73403403400.3Avg CPU (s)11.80.353.60.3Adjusted CPU (s)0.1\<11.80.1R101-501260.01260.112612612613.61261261260.1R102-501980.71950.219819819824.51951951950.2R103-5021430.02100.221421421426.52142142140.2R104-50227152.72270.322722722729.32272272270.3R105-501590.01590.115915915916.11591591590.2R106-502080.62030.220820820824.82032032030.1R107-502209.82200.3219220219.932.52192192190.2R108-50227410.62230.222722722728.22272272270.2R109-501920.21920.219219219220.11921921920.3R110-502081.62080.220820820823.42082082080.2R111-502231.82230.222322322325.22232232230.3R112-502263.12260.222622622626.02262262260.3Avg CPU (s)50.90.224.20.2Adjusted CPU (s)0.0\<5.30.0RC101-501800.01800.118018018030.81801801800.1RC102-502300.72300.223023023032.82302302300.1RC103-502402.22400.224024024032.52302302300.1RC104-502706.12700.226027026638.32502502500.2RC105-502100.72000.221021021022.22102102100.1RC106-502100.82000.221021021033.92002002000.1RC107-502403.42300.124024024031.12202202200.2RC108-502509.32400.225025025033.82402402400.2Avg CPU (s)2.90.231.90.1Adjusted CPU (s)0.0\<7.00.0The new best solutions obtained by HILS algorithm are presented as italics numbers Table 2Estimate of single-thread performanceAlgorithmExperimental environmentSuper PiEstimate of single-thread performanceACSDual AMD Opteron 250 2.4 GHz CPU, 4 GB RAMUnknown0.22EACSDual AMD Opteron 250 2.4 GHz CPU, 4 GB RAMUnknown0.22IterLSIntel core 2 2.5 GHz CPU, 3.45 GB RAM18.60.53VNS2.4 GHz CPU, 4 GB RAMUnknown\<0.22GRASP-ELSIntel Pentium 4 processor, 3.00 GHz, 1 GB RAM44.30.22SSAIntel Core 2 CPU, 2.5 GHz18.60.53FSAIntel Core 2 CPU, 2.5 GHz18.60.53GVNSIntel Pentium (R) IV, 3 GHz CPU44.30.22I3CHIntel Xeon E5430 CPU clocked at 2.66 GHz, 8 GB RAM14.70.67HILSIntel(R) Pentium(R) CPU B950, 2.1 GHz, 4 GB RAM230.43ABCAMD Athlon X2 250 3.00 GHz32.10.31ILSIntel Core i7-4770 with 3.4 GHz, 16 GB RAM9.81GAIntel Core i7, 1.73 GHz CPU (turbo boost to 2.93 GHz)Unknown≤0.70DABCIntel Core 2 Quad processor with 2.66 GHz CPUUnknown≤0.67VANIntel Pentium 4 with 2.8 GHz, 1 GB RAMUnknown\<0.22 Table 3Overall comparison on OPTW test instancesSetI3CHABCVNSILSACSGVNSGap (%)CPU (s)Gap (%)CPU (s)Gap (%)CPU (s)Gap (%)CPU (s)Gap (%)CPU (s)Gap (%)CPU (s)C100-1000.016.90.10.80.1\<21.60.01.00.01.41.336.6R100-1000.619.21.01.10.1\<19.60.01.80.284.32.86.5RC100-1001.917.20.12.40.0\<14.40.01.00.031.53.72.2PR01-101.173.01.524.31.1\<163.70.750.41.2357.91.62.7C200-1000.456.50.53.40.2\<123.20.190.00.675.41.142.3R200-1001.4118.12.18.21.4\<234.51.3162.13.5342.53.87.4RC200-1002.879.91.87.51.5\<191.31.1120.52.2191.34.13.5PR11-204.387.23.632.43.4\<230.12.197.911.9195.34.35.3SetGRASP-ELSSSAIterLSFSADABCHILSGap (%)CPU (s)Gap (%)CPU (s)Gap (%)CPU (s)Gap (%)CPU (s)Gap (%)CPU (s)Gap (%)CPU (s)C100-1000.05.00.011.21.20.20.90.31.7≤11.60.30.2R100-1000.20.80.112.32.00.23.20.12.6≤17.00.60.3RC100-1000.40.40.011.83.10.27.40.15.5≤19.23.50.1PR01-101.51.11.059.54.71.05.31.0----6.81.2C200-1000.67.10.119.92.30.91.10.90.6≤72.20.82.6R200-1002.02.51.724.33.30.93.90.91.0≤90.95.18.3RC200-1002.31.81.126.73.60.85.50.81.8≤72.04.93.9PR11-203.41.73.786.19.61.110.21.1----9.42.7SetGAACS\*Gap (%)CPU (s)Gap (%)CPU (s)C100-1001.1≤0.20.01.4R100-1001.8≤0.20.284.8RC100-1002.4≤0.20.031.7PR01-10----1.2359.8C200-1002.5≤0.70.675.8R200-1007.1≤1.43.2344.4RC200-1007.6≤1.12.0341.7PR11-20----11.9196.4 Table 4Results on the OPSTW test instancesInstance$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_R$$\end{document}$%HTWRouted customersPR01(1.0, 5.0)3233233230.41994.79, 47, 24, 38, 30, 2, 37, 10, 45, 32, 21, 16, 36, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(1.5, 5.0)3223223220.41984.29, 47, 12, 38, 24, 32, 37, 10, 45, 16, 21, 23, 36, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(2.0, 5.0)3293293290.42085.09, 47, 24, 12, 38, 37, 10, 45, 11, 32, 23, 21, 16, 36, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(2.5, 5.0)3323323320.42180.99, 47, 24, 12, 38, 37, 10, 45, 11, 32, 23, 21, 16, 36, 43, 31, 44, 35, 34, 22, 7(3.0, 5.0)3333333330.42180.99, 47, 12, 38, 24, 32, 37, 10, 45, 41, 16, 21, 23, 36, 43, 31, 44, 35, 34, 22, 7(3.5, 5.0)3373373370.42176.29, 47, 12, 38, 24, 32, 37, 10, 45, 11, 41, 16, 21, 23, 36, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(4.0, 5.0)3383383380.22180.99, 47, 24, 38, 12, 32, 37, 10, 45, 41, 1, 16, 21, 26, 23, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(4.5, 5.0)3463463460.42378.39, 47, 24, 38, 12, 32, 37, 10, 45, 41, 28, 1, 16, 21, 26, 36, 43, 31, 44, 35, 34, 22, 7(5.0, 5.0)3383383380.420759, 47, 12, 38, 24, 32, 37, 10, 45, 41, 16, 21, 36, 43, 31, 42, 22, 34, 35, 7(1.0, 5.5)3173173170.42090.09, 47, 24, 38, 12, 32, 37, 10, 45, 16, 21, 26, 36, 43, 31, 44, 35, 34, 22, 7(1.5, 5.5)3223223220.41984.29, 47, 12, 38, 24, 32, 37, 10, 45, 16, 21, 23, 36, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(2.0, 5.5)3293293290.42085.09, 47, 24, 12, 38, 37, 10, 45, 11, 32, 23, 21, 16, 36, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(2.5, 5.5)3323323320.42180.99, 47, 24, 12, 38, 37, 10, 45, 11, 32, 23, 21, 16, 36, 43, 31, 44, 35, 34, 22, 7(3.0, 5.5)3333333330.42180.99, 47, 12, 38, 24, 32, 37, 10, 45, 41, 16, 21, 23, 36, 43, 31, 44, 35, 34, 22, 7(3.5, 5.5)3373373370.42176.29, 47, 12, 38, 24, 32, 37, 10, 45, 11, 41, 16, 21, 23, 36, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(4.0, 5.5)3373373370.42281.89, 47, 24, 38, 12, 32, 37, 10, 45, 41, 1, 16, 21, 26, 36, 43, 31, 44, 35, 34, 22, 7(4.5, 5.5)3463463460.42378.39, 47, 24, 38, 12, 32, 37, 10, 45, 41, 28, 1, 16, 21, 26, 36, 43, 31, 44, 35, 34, 22, 7(5.0, 5.5)3383383380.42075.09, 47, 12, 38, 24, 32, 37, 10, 45, 41, 16, 21, 36, 43, 31, 42, 22, 34, 35, 7(1.0, 6.0)3233233230.41994.79, 47, 24, 38, 30, 2, 37, 10, 45, 32, 21, 16, 36, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(1.5, 6.0)3223223220.41984.29, 47, 24, 38, 12, 32, 37, 10, 45, 16, 21, 23, 36, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(2.0, 6.0)3293293290.42085.09, 47, 24, 12, 38, 37, 10, 45, 11, 32, 23, 21, 16, 36, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(2.5, 6.0)3323323320.42180.99, 47, 24, 12, 38, 37, 10, 45, 11, 32, 23, 21, 16, 36, 43, 31, 44, 35, 34, 22, 7(3.0, 6.0)3333333330.42180.99, 47, 12, 38, 24, 32, 37, 10, 45, 41, 16, 21, 23, 36, 43, 31, 44, 35, 34, 22, 7(3.5, 6.0)3373373370.42176.29, 47, 12, 38, 24, 32, 37, 10, 45, 11, 41, 16, 21, 23, 36, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(4.0, 6.0)3373373370.42281.89, 47, 24, 38, 12, 32, 37, 10, 45, 41, 1, 16, 21, 26, 36, 43, 31, 44, 35, 34, 22, 7(4.5, 6.0)3463463460.42378.39, 47, 24, 38, 12, 32, 37, 10, 45, 41, 28, 1, 16, 21, 26, 36, 43, 31, 44, 35, 34, 22, 7(5.0, 6.0)3383383380.420759, 47, 12, 38, 24, 32, 37, 10, 45, 41, 16, 21, 36, 43, 31, 42, 22, 34, 35, 7(1.0, 6.5)3303303300.42090.09, 47, 24, 38, 30, 2, 32, 37, 10, 45, 11, 36, 21, 16, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(1.5, 6.5)3333333330.42185.79, 47, 24, 38, 30, 2, 32, 37, 10, 45, 11, 36, 21, 16, 43, 31, 44, 35, 34, 22, 7(2.0, 6.5)3363363360.42176.29, 47, 24, 12, 38, 30, 2, 32, 37, 10, 45, 11, 21, 16, 36, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(2.5, 6.5)3383383380.42180.99, 47, 24, 38, 30, 2, 32, 37, 10, 45, 11, 41, 36, 21, 16, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(3.0, 6.5)3413413410.52281.89, 47, 24, 38, 30, 2, 32, 37, 10, 45, 11, 41, 36, 21, 16, 43, 31, 44, 35, 34, 22, 7(3.5, 6.5)3423423420.42180.99, 47, 24, 38, 30, 2, 32, 37, 10, 45, 11, 36, 21, 16, 1, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(4.0, 6.5)3423423420.42180.99, 47, 24, 38, 30, 2, 32, 37, 10, 45, 11, 36, 21, 16, 1, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(4.5, 6.5)3313313310.51968.49, 47, 24, 38, 12, 32, 37, 10, 45, 21, 29, 8, 16, 43, 44, 35, 34, 22, 7(5.0, 6.5)3483483480.52166.79, 47, 24, 12, 38, 30, 2, 32, 37, 45, 11, 10, 42, 21, 16, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(1.0, 7.0)3303303300.42095.09, 24, 47, 38, 30, 2, 32, 37, 10, 45, 11, 21, 16, 36, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(1.5, 7.0)3333333330.42195.29, 24, 47, 38, 30, 2, 32, 37, 10, 45, 11, 21, 16, 36, 43, 31, 44, 35, 34, 22, 7(2.0, 7.0)3373373370.42185.79, 24, 47, 12, 38, 30, 2, 32, 37, 10, 45, 41, 21, 16, 36, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(2.5, 7.0)3363363360.42277.39, 24, 47, 12, 38, 30, 2, 32, 11, 45, 10, 41, 21, 16, 36, 43, 31, 44, 35, 34, 22, 7(3.0, 7.0)3443443440.42281.19, 24, 47, 12, 38, 30, 2, 32, 37, 10, 11, 45, 41, 21, 16, 36, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(3.5, 7.0)3373373370.22176.29, 24, 12, 38, 47, 32, 37, 10, 45, 11, 2, 23, 21, 16, 36, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(4.0, 7.0)3293293290.42070.024, 47, 30, 9, 10, 37, 45, 11, 32, 2, 23, 21, 16, 36, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7(4.5, 7.0)3303303300.41978.99, 24, 47, 12, 38, 32, 37, 45, 10, 21, 16, 36, 43, 31, 42, 22, 35, 34, 7(5.0, 7.0)3483483480.42171.49, 24, 47, 12, 38, 30, 2, 32, 37, 11, 45, 10, 42, 21, 16, 43, 31, 35, 34, 22, 7

Computational results on OPSTW instances {#Sec15}
----------------------------------------

In this section we computationally test the increase of the profit due to soft time windows.

Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} presents the results obtained by HILS algorithm on OPSTW test instances. Column one (Instance) presents the instance over which the algorithm is tested. Column two corresponds to the maximum allowable time window violation and the maximum allowable waiting time at any customer. Columns three to six present the best, worst and average profit, over five runs, of HILS algorithm and the average computational time. Columns $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$N_R$$\end{document}$ and %HTW present the number of routed customers on the average solution and the percentage of non-violated time windows on this solution respectively. The last column presents the sequence in which the customers are routed in the average solution.

The results show, as expected, that in all cases it is possible to increase the collected profit by allowing controlled violations of time windows. Allowing for example the maximum allowable violation of time window to 1 % of the maximum time duration and the maximum allowable waiting time at any customer to 7 % of the maximum time duration, results in solution with a profit of 330 and 95 % of non-violated time windows while the profit reported for hard time windows is 308. On the other hand, setting for example $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$P_{max}$$\end{document}$ to 4.5 % and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$W_{max}$$\end{document}$ to 5 %, results in 23 routed customers while the number of routed customers reported for hard time windows is 21.

Conclusions {#Sec16}
===========

In this paper we have introduced the orienteering problem with soft time windows (OPSTW). This routing problem can serve as a model for many practical applications for which travel times cannot be accurately known or when hard time windows are not required. Computational results on OPSTW show that our hybrid algorithm is able to achieve solutions that increase the total collected profit without hurting customers' satisfaction significantly. On OPTW test instances our hybrid algorithm is able to achieve promising solutions. In our test experiments, instances with tight time windows are solved better than that with broader time windows. A 2-Opt or 3-Opt procedure may reduce this gap by decreasing the time duration of the route and inserting other possible unrouted customers. Since the chosen acceptance criterion has a critical influence on the balance between intensification and diversification of the search, a possible improvement of the algorithm could involve also considering worst solutions during the search. One could work with a simulated annealing acceptance criterion.
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